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Y Ž .Autonomous differential equations y q f y, p s 0 whose nonlinearity varies
Y Ž .with a parameter p are studied. As a prototype, one may think of y q f y q0
< < py1 Ž .y g y s 0. We discuss periodic solutions with initial values taken from various
domains and their different types of convergence as p “ ‘. Equations yY y
Ž . Ž .f y, p s 0, yf y, p ) 0 are similarly discussed, with the ‘‘period’’ of a solution
replaced by its ‘‘maximal interval of existence.’’ The study shows a natural link to
singularly perturbed problems. It turns out that the family of ODEs under
consideration are essentially a family of singularly perturbed problems. Solutions
may develop ‘‘kinks’’ and higher order derivatives of solutions possess ‘‘boundary
layers,’’ namely sets of non-uniform convergence. Similarities and differences
between this family and the more common singularly perturbed problems which
abound in the literature emerge. Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: varying nonlinearity; convergence of solutions; delta method; bound-
ary layer; interval of existence; singular perturbations.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we focus on the autonomous differential equations
yY q f y , p s 0,Ž .
1Ž .Xy 0 s a , y 0 s b ,Ž . Ž .
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whose nonlinearity varies with a parameter p. The equation which moti-
vates our model is
Y < < py1y q f y q y g y s 0, 2Ž . Ž . Ž .0
y 0 s a , yX 0 s b , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
where the nonlinearity varies with p due to the power y py1.
Differential equations with varying nonlinearities occur in various
branches of mathematical physics. An excellent source for these can be
w x w xfound in recent papers 2, 3 . See also 1, Chap. 7; 5, Chaps 4, 7; 11 . The
Lane]Emden equation, yY q xy2 yX q y p s 0, is an example of a differen-
tial equation with an unrestricted nonlinearity generated by the physical
w xparameter p. It is of fundamental importance in astrophysics 5, Chap. 4 .
Ž .The quantity p q 1 rp occurs in the assumed relation between the
pressure and density in a star configuration which is in equilibrium. The
index p is then an index of polytropy. See the many related references in
w x Y p5, Chap. 4 . The Emden]Fowler equation y q y s 0 is yet another
w xexample. For the original discussion see 8 , while for various mathematical
Y 2 2w x Ž .generalizations see 12, Chap. V; 14 . The equation y q y yp y 1
< < py1y y s 0 occurs in the study of limiting behaviour of radially symmetric
< < py1 Ž w x.solutions of Du s u u see 6 . The last two ordinary differential
equations will turn out to be special cases of the more general differential
equations analyzed in this work. As a matter of fact our study with varying
and growing nonlinearities contains as a special case the equations of
motion in the setting of classical mechanics of the Hamiltonian H s P 2 q
2 p w xQ which is studied in 4 in the setting of quantum mechanics.
Varying nonlinearities arise in a natural manner in the ‘‘delta method’’
w x2 . This technique is essentially a perturbation method which relies upon
the introduction of a parameter d which quantifies in a certain manner
the nonlinearity in a given equation and expresses solutions as power
series of d . The fact that in the d-method there is a need to utilize
acceleration methods indicates that an asymptotic approach in which the
parameter p of nonlinearity tends to infinity could yield useful results. Our
analysis supplements the d-method by studying the asymptotic-singularly
perturbed nature of solutions as p “ ‘.
These papers lead us in a natural way to ask among other questions the
Ž . Ž . Ž .following. Denote by y t the solution of 1 . Could we should we expectp
Ž .the existence of lim y t , and if so, what are the qualitative propertiesp“‘ p
Ž .of y t for large values of p? One should not be surprised at an attemptp
to obtain qualitative information and robust approximations for large
families of solutions of differential equations depending on a finite range
of a parameter, like p, by taking the singular limit p “ ‘. This is a well
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accepted approach in singularly perturbed problems which yield powerful
w xresults. Compare, e.g., with 13 . One of the many striking demonstrations
w xof this is the excellent approximations obtained in 4 for moderate values
of the parameter. Our own numerical calculations also support this ap-
proach. A rapid rate of convergence could make this conclusion valuable
not only to equations where p “ ‘ but also to those equations with a
finite variation of p. Although studies of nonlinear problems are abundant
in the literature, we could not find works which deal with the variation of
nonlinearities where a parameter measuring nonlinearity grows to infinity.
Ž .Let us consider first the case that the solutions of 1 are all periodic. It
Ž .will turn out that under suitable assumptions, there are in 1 disjoint
regions of the initial values in the phase plane which have dramatic effects
Ž . Ž . Ž .on the evolution of the solution y t of 1 as p “ ‘. For a , b in ap
Ž .certain open neighborhood of 0, 0 , we obtain simple results, namely that
Ž .the solution y t converges uniformly as p “ ‘, as well as its derivatives.p
Ž .For a , b on the boundary of this region non-uniform convergence of
higher derivatives occurs as in boundary layer problems. Thus, it provides a
source of intriguing behaviour. In the second region the solutions cease to
converge uniformly. Finally, in the third region the solutions fail to
converge at all. This is in analogy to the fact that lim y p is drasticallyp“‘
< <different according to whether y is less than, bigger than, or equal to 1.
Ž .Since the solutions of Eq. 1 are periodic, we study the dependence of
Ž .the periods on the initial values a , b and the parameter p. As p “ ‘,
we show that the periods converge to strictly different limits, depending on
Ž .the location of the point a , b in the various regions.
On the other hand, for the equation
yY y f y , p s 0,Ž .
4Ž .Xy 0 s a , y 0 s b ,Ž . Ž .
none of the solutions is periodic under our assumptions and ‘‘period’’ is
naturally replaced by another concept. We call t ) 0 the forward escapeq
w . Ž .time if 0, t is the maximal interval of existence of the solution of 4 forq
t ) 0. There is a similar notion of the backward escape time for t - 0,
which is denoted by t . The length of the maximal interval of existence isy
< < Ž .actually t s t q t . If the solution of 4 exists only on a finite interval, aq y
natural question to study is the dependence of the maximal interval of
Ž .existence t on the initial value a , b and on the parameter p, and its
convergence as p “ ‘.
In order to get the meaning of the rich phenomena awaiting to be
analyzed, consider the simpler setting of the first order Bernoulli equa-
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tions
yX s ay q by pq1 , y 0 s y ) 0,Ž . 0
where p generates a varying nonlinearity and a, b are constants. The
transformation y s wy1r p takes it into the linear ‘‘singularly perturbed’’
problem
1
X ypy w s aw q b , w 0 s y .Ž . 0p
For a / 0, the solution of the Bernoulli equation is
y1rpb
yp yp at yp aty t s y e q e y 1 .Ž . Ž .p 0ž /a
Let a s ib , b real. If y , b are real, then the complex valued solution y0 p
< <is defined for every real t and is periodic with period T s 2pr a p, which
shrinks to zero as p “ ‘. If a, b ) 0 and y ) 1, then the same holds for0
the maximal interval of existence t of the solution.
If a s 0, the solution is given by
y1rpypy t s y y pbt .Ž . Ž .p 0
Let, for example, b - 0. If y ) 1, we have two boundary layers, namely0
subintervals of non-uniform convergence of y , at t s 0 and t s ‘, whilep
X w .y does converge uniformly on every t , ‘ , t ) 0. If 0 - y F 1, we havep 0 0 0
only one boundary layer at t s ‘. The backward escape time of the
solution is t s yyprpb - 0. Notice that t “ y‘ as p “ ‘ if 0 - y - 1,y 0 y 0
but t “ 0 as p “ ‘ for y G 1.y 0
Some of the features mentioned above reoccur in the analysis of the
w xsecond order equations below. In 1, Chap. 7 we find a lengthy discussion
of the nonautonomous ODEs
yY q t s y p s 0.
An additional glimpse into the nature of these singularly perturbed prob-
lems can be obtained by considering the special family of solutions in
w Ž . Ž . w Ž .Ž‘‘closed form’’ y s ct with w s y s q 2 r p y 1 , c s " s q 2 s q
. Ž .x1r py1p q 1 r p y 1 . It is readily seen that on every fixed compact
w xinterval t g a , b , a ) 0, we have lim y s 1. Indeed, analogousp“‘
Ž .conclusions are shown to hold for certain solutions of 1 . This could lead
to useful simplifications of solutions of important families of problems of
mathematical physics. There are, however, additional difficulties associ-
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ated with our singularly perturbed family of ODEs with varying nonlineari-
Žties which make it all the more challenging. These are also manifested in
w x .4 although the problems there are linear. First, there is not always an
easily identifiable ‘‘reduced equation’’ for which an ‘‘outer solution’’ can
be calculated. Second, an outer solution cannot be expanded in an asymp-
totic series of powers of 1rp. This raises a difficult question of what
alternative expansion could there be that could replace series expansions
w xin powers of « s 1rp. For some thoughts in that direction see 10 . Third,
‘‘boundary layers’’ may not show up at all in the solutions or their higher
derivatives on a finite interval. They need not show up in the solutions but
may become apparent in their higher derivatives or, of course, boundary
layers could develop in the solutions and their higher derivatives. It is easy
to show that solutions to the examples given above, e.g., the Bernoulli and
the second order equations, when considered as analytic functions of the
parameter p, possess an essential singularity at p s ‘. It is also possible to
Ž . Ž .show that if f y, p in 4 is an analytic function of p, then the solutions of
Ž .4 possess an essential singularity at p s ‘. It goes without saying that
the rich phenomena that characterize singularly perturbed problems in
numerous instances in mathematical physics are a direct consequence of
the analytic dependence of solutions on a physical parameter varying in a
neighbourhood of an essential singularity. The family of interesting prob-
lems, introduced by Bender et al. in recent years, provides a new source of
singularly perturbed nonlinear problems of a special flavour. Some of this
special flavour is presented here.
The study of specialized nonlinear problems with varying nonlinearities
w xis advocated in 9 , where we find a study of ellipses with ‘‘growing
w xnonlinearity.’’ It is noteworthy that even though the problems in 9 are
formulated in a geometrical algebraic setting, there are two underlying
similarities to the phenomena analyzed in this paper. Namely, non-uniform
convergence and portions of limiting trajectories turn out to be straight
line segments. It is now possible to put forward the following simplified
Ž .principle for equations with varying nonlinearities. Let L y, t q1
p Ž . Ž .y L y, t s 0 be an equation for an unknown y t in a domain t g D. Let2
Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . <L y, t , L y, t be operators such that 0 - m F L y, t rL y, t F M,1 2 1 2
< Ž . <for certain constants m, M. Then, as p “ ‘, we have y t “ 1 for each
w xt g S and some S ; D. This simplified argument is supported by 9 and by
this work.
2. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS IN THE PHASE PLANE
Ž .We begin to study the autonomous differential equation 1 . We do not
pretend to define which differential equation is ‘‘more nonlinear’’ than the
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other as p varies. Instead, the following conventions will hold, motivated
Ž . Ž .by Eq. 2 , 3 :
Ž . Ž .a For every fixed p, f y, p is an odd, strictly increasing continu-
Ž .ous function on y‘, ‘ .
The growing of nonlinearity is expressed by the following assumption:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .b For every y g 0, a , f y, p decreases and on ya, 0 it in-
. Ž . Ž . Ž .creases to a limit f y as p “ ‘, where f y is continuous on ya, a .0 0
Ž .At y s "a, f "a, p converges to finite limits which will be denoted,
Ž .respectively, by f "a .0
Ž .For y ) a and y - ya, f y, p diverges to "‘, respectively.
Ž . Ž . < < < Ž . <It follows that f y, p “ f y uniformly for y - a y e and f y, p0
< <“ ‘ uniformly for y G a q e for every e ) 0. Since we make no specific
Ž . Ž .assumptions about f "a , f y may have a discontinuous jump at0 0
Ž . Ž .yy s "a, lim f y F f a .y “ a 0 0
Let us introduce the notations
y
F y , p s f s, p ds for all y ,Ž . Ž .H
0
y
w xF y s f s ds for y g ya, a .Ž . Ž .H0 0
0
Ž . Ž . w xSince f y is continuous on ya, a and bounded on ya, a , it follows0
Ž . Ž . w xunder our assumptions that lim F y, p s F y uniformly on ya, a .p“‘ 0
Ž . < <It is also clear that F y, p “ q‘ uniformly for y G a q e .
Ž .In the study of Eq. 1 we keep in mind the equivalent Hamiltonian
system
yX s z , zX s f y , p ,Ž .
y 0 s a , z 0 s b .Ž . Ž .
Ž .The geometry of the integral curves in the y, z plane is trivial. As usual,
Ž . Xwe multiply 1 by y and integrate to get the first integral
1 X 2 1 2y q F y , p s b q F a , p . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž .Since F y, p is an even, nonnegative, convex function, these are convex,
Ž X.closed, and symmetric curves in the y, y plane. Consequently, all the
Ž .solutions of 1 are periodic.
Since the topology of the trajectories is not interesting, we shall rather
study their quantitative behaviour, their periods, and their dependence on
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Ž . Ž .the initial values a , b and the varying parameter p. It follows by 5 that
dy
2's " b q 2 F a , p y 2 F y , p ,Ž . Ž .
dt
Ž X.where the sign " is determined in each quarter of the y, y plane. The
Ž .period of the solution, T s H dt s H dtrdy dy, with the integration taken
once around the closed trajectory, is given due to the twofold symmetry by
Ž .L p y1r22T p s 4 b q 2 F a , p y 2 F y , p dy , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ha , b
0
Ž .where L s L p is the intersection point of the curve with the horizontal
axis yX s 0. L is the unique positive solution of
1 2F y , p s b q F a , p . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž .i We begin our discussion in the region
1 2A s y , z ‹ F y q z - F aŽ . Ž . Ž . 40 02
of the phase plane. This is an open, convex, symmetric region, centered at
Ž . Ž .0, 0 . Since F is positive and increases on 0, ‘ , A is contained in the box0
< < < < Ž Ž ..1r2 Ž Ž . .y - a, z - 2 F a . If f y ’ 0, A is empty.0 0
1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . < <Let a , b g A, that is, b q F a - F a and a - a. Hence, for0 02
sufficiently large values of p,
1 12 2b q F a , p s b q F a q o 1 - F aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 02 2
Ž .and by 5
1 X 2y q F y , p - F a .Ž . Ž .02
Ž Ž . X Ž .. Ž .Thus the whole trajectory y t , y t through a , b lies in A forp p
sufficiently large p. Since the closed trajectory is compact, we have in fact
1 X 2y q F y , p F F a y d , d ) 0.Ž . Ž .02
It follows that every trajectory which originates in a compact subset of the
open region A never leaves A provided that p is sufficiently large.
Ž . Ž . w xSince f y, p “ f y uniformly on every ya q e , a y e , this is the0
Ž .case along the whole trajectory through a , b . Therefore, by standard
Ž . X Yresults, the solution y of 1 converges uniformly, as well as y , y , to thep p p
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corresponding solution of the limit equation
yY q f y s 0, ya F y F a,Ž .0 8Ž .Xy 0 s a , y 0 s b .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since also F y, p “ F y uniformly, also the period 6 of the solution of0
Ž . Ž .1 converges to that of 8 , namely
L y1r22T s 2 b q 2 F a y 2 F y dy q o 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ha , b 0 0
yL
1y1 2L s F F a q b . 9Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 2
Ž .This is the simplest behaviour which Eq. 1 demonstrates. See Fig. 1.
Ž . Ž .ii Let a , b be on the boundary of A but not one of the points
Ž ."a, 0 . In order to determine the location of the corresponding trajectory,
let us estimate its intersections with the axis yX s 0. The intersection
1 2Ž . Ž .points are "L, 0 , where L is the solution of 7 . Since on ›A, b q2
Y 3 p Ž .FIG. 1. Trajectories of the equation y q y q y s 0 with p s 31, through 0.5, 0.3 g A,
Ž .0.5, 1.6 g B.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .F a s F a , we rewrite 7 as0 0
F y , p y F a , p s F a y F a . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
< < Ž . Ž .Here a - a, since a , b / "a, 0 according to our assumption. Due to
Ž .the symmetry, let us assume that 0 F a - a. The left hand side of 10 is a
strictly increasing function of y and at the point y s a it vanishes while
the right hand side is positive. On the other hand, at y s a the left hand
Ž . Ž . Ž . a Ž .side of 10 , F a, p y F a , p s H f y, p dy, is bigger than the right side,a
Ž . Ž . a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F a y F a s H f y dy, since f y, p o f y on 0, a . Therefore 100 0 a 0 0
Ž . Ž .has a unique positive solution y s L p and it lies in a , a . It is also clear
Ž .by 10 that as p “ ‘, the intersection point cannot be bounded away
Ž . Ž .from y s a and it is y s L p s a y o 1 .
Ž .By convexity and symmetry, the whole closed trajectory through a , b
< < Ž . Ž .g ›A lies in y - a y o 1 . The same trajectory through a , b g ›A
< X < Ž Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ...1r2intersects the axis y s 0 at y s 2 F a q F a , p y F a s0 0
Ž Ž ..1r2 Ž .2 F a q o 1 which is outside of A.0
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .Since F y, p “ F y uniformly on ya, a , the trajectory 5 of Eq. 10
and the trajectory
1 X 2 1 2y q F y s b q F aŽ . Ž .0 02 2
Ž .of the limit equation 8 are arbitrarily close for large values of p. This
Ž . X Ž . Ž . Ž .verifies the convergence of the derivatives y t , y t of 1 to those of 8 .p p
On the other hand, by our assumptions f may be discontinuous at y s a,0
Ž . Ž .and the convergence of f y, p to f y may be non-uniform near our0
trajectory. If this is the case, it will be reflected in the behaviour of the
YŽ .second derivative, y t , which may converge to a discontinuous limit. Forp
Ž . Ž .Eq. 2 , 3 we shall make a detailed statement about this question later on
YŽ .and show that lim y t is actually discontinuous.p
Ž . Ž .The trajectory which emerges from a , b s "a, 0 stays in the box
< < < < Ž Ž ..1r2 Ž .y F a, z - 2 F a q o 1 .0
Ž . < <iii Region B is defined as the part of the strip y F a outside the
closure of A,
1 2< <B s y , z ‹ y F a and F y q z ) F a .Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 02
Ž .For a solution through a , b g B we have
1 2b q F a , p ) F aŽ . Ž .02
1 12 2Ž . Ž .by the definition of B; on the other hand b q F a , p F b q F a, p2 2
1 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .F b q F a q o 1 , so the trajectory through a , b is located in the02
ring
1 12 2R s y , z ‹ F a - z q F y , p F F a q b q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 02 2
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which surrounds region A. By the Poincare]Bendixson theorem the trajec-
tory cannot stay forever in R l B and must pass through the half planes
< <y ) a.
Ž . Ž .In B, F y, p “ F y uniformly, thus the part of the trajectory which0
Ž . < < Ž .lies in B is close to a trajectory of 8 . On y G a q e , F y, p “ ‘,
therefore it follows from the definition of R that the parts of the trajectory
< < Ž .which lie outside B must be located in fact in a - y F a q o 1 . These
are two symmetric ‘‘steep’’ curves which connect the two segments of the
trajectory which lie in B. See Fig. 1.
Ž X .After the description of the geometric location of the curves y , y , wep p
Ž Ž . X Ž ..turn to its dynamic evolution. The time that takes a point y t , y t top p
Ž .pass through a subarc G of the trajectory is H dt s H dtrdy dy. In theG G
present case our solution intersects B in two arcs during each period and
the time it stays there during each crossing is
a y1r22b q 2 F a , p y 2 F y , p dyŽ . Ž .Ž .H
ya
a y1r22“ b q 2 F a y 2 F y dy.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0
ya
< <The time it stays on each of the steep curves in y G a is
L y1r22 2 l y F y , p dy ,Ž .Ž .Ž .H
a
1 2Ž . Ž .where l s l p s b q F a , p and L is the intersection of the trajec-2
Ž .tory with the horizontal axis. As mentioned above, L is the solution of 7
Ž . Ž . Ž .and a - L - a q o 1 . Thus, L is a zero of h y ’ l y F y, p on the
XŽ . Ž . YŽ . XŽ .right hand side of a. Now, h y s yf y, p - 0, h y s yf y, p - 0,
Ž .so the concave decreasing h y is bounded from below by
w xh y G lrL L y y on 0, L 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 2Ž .and l p ) b . Thus2
L Ly1r2 y1r22 l y F y , p dy F 2lrL L y y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
a a
1r2y1r2s l O L y a s o 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .as p “ ‘. That is, for large values of p, a solution through a , b g B has
a period
a y1r22T s 2 b q 2 F a y 2 F y dy q o 1 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ha , b 0 0
ya
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Ž Ž . X Ž ..and it spends almost all of this period in B. Since the trajectory y t , y tp p
Ž . YŽ .crosses its arcs outside B in time o 1 , it is clear that y t cannot bep
bounded there as p “ ‘.
Ž .iv The last region is
< <C s y , z ‹ y ) a . 4Ž .
Ž . XFor a , b g C, the intersection of the trajectory with y s 0 is again the
1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution y s L p of 7 . Since 7 may be written as b s F y, p y2
Ž . y Ž . Ž . w .F a , p s H f s, p ds and f y, p “ ‘ uniformly on a , ‘ , it is clear thata
Ž . Ž .y s L cannot be bounded away from a and so a - L p - a q o 1 .
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .Thus, for a , b g C, y t F a q o 1 for all t.p
1 X 2 1 2Ž . Ž .For every fixed y, 0 F y - a , we have by 5 that y s b q F a , p2 2
Ž . a Ž . < X Ž . <y F y, p s H f s, p ds “ ‘ as p “ ‘, since a ) a. Therefore y t “y p
< Ž . <‘ whenever y t F a y e .p
To estimate the period of the trajectory as p “ ‘, we use again the
1 2Ž . Ž .inequality 11 . Thus, with l s b q F a , p ,2
L Ly1r2 y1r2T s 4 2 l y F y , p dy F 2lrL L y y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ha , b
0 0
1r21r2s 8 Lr 2l F 8 a q o 1 r 2 F a , p “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
The analysis up to this point may be summarized:
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION. i For a , b in the interior of A, the solution y of Eq.p
Ž . X Y1 and its deri¤ati¤es y , y con¤erge, as p “ ‘, uniformly to the correspond-p p
Ž .ing deri¤ati¤es of the solution of the limit equation 8 . The period T of ya , b p
Ž . Ž .is gi¤en by 9 and it con¤erges, as p “ ‘, to the period of 8 .
Ž . Ž . X Ž .ii For a , b g ›A, y , y con¤erge to the solution of 8 and itsp p
deri¤ati¤e; howe¤er, yY may approach a discontinuous function around thep
two extrema yX s 0.
Ž . Ž .iii For large ¤alues of p, a solution through a , b g B spends most
Ž . Ž .of its period 12 in B and only o 1 in C; the restriction of the trajectory
Ž X . Ž .y , y to B approaches that of the limit equation 8 . On its subarc in C,p p
y , yX are bounded but yY is unbounded as p “ ‘.p p p
Ž . Ž . X Yiv For a , b g C, y is bounded but y , y di¤erge to infinityp p p
almost e¤erywhere as p “ ‘. The period of y con¤erges to 0.p
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3. AN EXAMPLE
Ž . Ž .In this section we discuss some specific features of Eq. 2 , 3 ,
Y < < py1y q f y q y g y s 0,Ž . Ž .0
y 0 s a , yX 0 s b ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where f y , g y are odd, strictly increasing continuous functions on0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < < py1 Ž .y‘, ‘ and p ) 2. This is Eq. 1 with f y, p s f y q y g y ,0
a s 1,
y
py1< <F y , p s f s q s g s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
0
Ž . y Ž . Ž .Let F y s H f y dy for y1 F y F 1 and define G y by the mean0 0 0
value
y < < py1H y g y dyŽ .0
G y s ,Ž . py1y < <H y dy0
Ž < < p . Ž . y < < py1 Ž .that is, y rp G y s H y g y dy. Of course, G depends on p.0
Ž .According to this notation we can write F y, p as
< < py
F y , p s F y q G yŽ . Ž . Ž .0 p
Ž .and the first integral 5 is
< < p < < p1 y 1 a
X 2 2y q F y q G y s b q F a q G a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 02 p 2 p
The following information about G will be needed:
Ž . y py1 Ž . y py1 X XLEMMA. Let G y s H s g s dsrH s ds. If g, g G 0, then G, G0 0
Ž . Ž .G 0 and 0 F G y F g y for y G 0.
Ž p . Ž . y py1 Ž .Proof. By differentiation of y rp G y s H s g s ds, one gets0
py1 Ž . Ž p . XŽ . py1 Ž .y G y q y rp G y s y g y , that is,
y p
Xpy1y g y y G y s G y . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
p
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On the other hand we integrate the same identity by parts,
p y p y py y s
Xpy1G y s s g s s g y y g s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hp p p0 0
i.e.,
p y py s
Xg y y G y s g s . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hp p0
Ž . Ž .By comparing 13 and 14 we get
pq1 y py s
X XG y s g s G 0, y G 0,Ž . Ž .Hp p0
XŽ . X Ž . Ž . Ž .and G y G 0 follows by g G 0. G y F g y follows from 14 .
Note that the last identity can be written also as
p q 1 H ys pgX sŽ .0XG y s ,Ž . y pp H s0
which may be generalized in various ways.
According to the lemma, G, which is dependent on the parameter p, is
Ž .nevertheless increasing and uniformly bounded by g y which is indepen-
dent of p.
Ž . Ž .Now we can add some details which are specific to Eq. 2 , 3 . Recall
1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that for Eq. 2 , 3 we have a s 1 and ›A is the curve F y q z s F 1 .0 02
Ž .  .4It was already seen that if a , b belongs to ›A_ "a, 0 , then the
Ž . Xtrajectory of 1 through this point intersects the axis y s 0 of the phase
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .plane at "y, 0 with y s a y o 1 as p “ ‘. For Eq. 2 , 3 the intersec-
Ž .tion point of the trajectory is the solution y of 10 , which reads for Eq.
Ž . Ž .2 , 3
y p a p
F y q G y y F a q G a s F 1 y F a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0ž / ž /p p
y1 Ž y1 .Assuming that F , G are smooth enough, we try y s 1 y cp q o p ,0
i.e.,
pc 1 c c
F 1 y q . . . q 1 y q . . . G 1 y q ???0 ž / ž / ž /p p p p
a p
s F 1 q G a .Ž . Ž .0 p
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Ž .Since the function G is dependent on p, G 1 y crp must be estimated
carefully. In
1ycrp 1ycrppy1 py1G 1 y crp s s g s ds s dsŽ . Ž .H H
0 0
1ycrp py1 ycf s g s dsr e rpŽ . Ž .H
0
we decompose the domain of integration into
' 'w x0, 1 y crp s 0, 1 y cr p j 1 y cr p , 1 y crp .
It is easily seen that most of the mass of integration lies on the second
Ž .interval and that as p “ ‘, the limit is g 1 . Expanding now in negative
powers of p,
F 1 q FX 1 ycpy1 q o py1 q py1 eyc q o 1 g 1 q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
s F 1 q o py1 .Ž . Ž .0
Since FX s f , the comparison of py1 terms yields0 0
cf 1 s eyc g 1Ž . Ž .0
Ž .which determines a unique positive c, independent of a , b .
Ž . Ž .This enables us to analyze the question of convergence of Eq. 2 , 3 to
Ž . wthe limit equation 8 as p “ ‘. While for every fixed interval y1 q e , 1
x py1 Ž . Ž .ye , y g y “ 0, at the rightmost point 1 y crp q . . . , 0 of the
trajectory one has
py1 < ycy g y “ e g 1 s cf 1 / 0 as p “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .1ycr p 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, Eq. 2 , 3 is close to Eq. 8 on most of the trajectory through
Ž . Ya , b g ›A but not on the whole of it. This demonstrates that y fails top
Ž .converge to the second derivative of the limit equation 8 .
4. NON-PERIODIC SOLUTIONS IN THE PHASE PLANE
Ž .Now we consider Eq. 4 ,
yY y f y , p s 0,Ž .
y 0 s a , yX 0 s b ,Ž . Ž .
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Ž .where f y, p satisfies the same conditions as above. Here the first inte-
gral is
1 X 2 1 2y y F y , p s b y F a , p . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž .The first integrals 5 and 15 are the analogues of the families of ellipses
w xand hyperbolas, respectively, studied in 9 , hence the similarities in the
non-uniform convergence and the straight segments in the limiting trajec-
tories.
Ž .The topology of the trajectories 15 is completely different from those
Ž .of 5 , but is again very simple. The only critical point is the saddle point
Ž . Ž .y, z s 0, 0 with a global unstable manifold
1r2X XuW : y s 2 F y , p , sgn y s sgn y ,Ž .Ž .
and a stable manifold
1r2X XsW : y s y 2 F y , p , sgn y s ysgn y .Ž .Ž .
W s naturally represents decreasing solutions which are defined for t F t0
- ‘, and satisfy
y t yX t - 0,Ž . Ž .
y t , yX t “ 0 as t “ q‘.Ž . Ž .
Ž .While for Eq. 1 we are interested in the dependence of the periods on
p for various initial values, here it is natural to study the maximal inter¤al
of existence t , of each solution, and its behaviour as p “ ‘. In order that
for every fixed, large p, all trajectories, except the stable one, will escape
to infinity in both directions in finite times t , t , we shall add theq y
assumption
Ž . ‘ Ž .y1r2c For every fixed, sufficiently large p, H F y, p dy - ‘.
Ž . Ž .This assumption will be used below. Equation 2 , 3 satisfies it for p ) 2,
Ž . Ž .while 4 does not necessarily satisfy it, unless f y grows rapidly.0
Ž .For Eq. 4 , let us divide the phase plane into the regions
1 2< <A s y , z ‹ y F a, z ) F y ,Ž . Ž . 402
1 2< <B s y , z ‹ y F a, z - F y ,Ž . Ž . 402
< <C s y , z ‹ y ) a . 4Ž .
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Y 3 p Ž .FIG. 2. Trajectories of the equation y y y y y s 0 with p s 31, through 0.75, 0.2 g
Ž .B, 0.75, 0.9 g A.
< < < <See Fig. 2. For a - a ,
1 X 2 1 2y y F y , p s b y F a , pŽ . Ž .2 2
1 2s b y F a y F a , p y F aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 02 16Ž .
1 2s b y F a q o 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .02
Ž . Ž . Ž .i Let a , b g A. It is clear that the trajectory through a , b
1 2< < Ž .extends for all y F a, and since b y F a ) 0, we have in this strip02
1 X 2 1 2y s F y , p q b y F a q o 1 ) F y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 02 2
< <Thus, the trajectory stays in A until it intersects y s a and crosses into C.
On A, y , yX converge uniformly to the corresponding solution of the limitp p
equation and its derivative, respectively, but near y s "a, yY does notp
necessarily converge.
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Ž . Ž 2 Ž . Ž ..y1r2By 13 , dt s b q 2 F y, p y 2 F a , p dy; therefore the solu-
tion stays in A for a time of
a y1r22b q 2 F y , p y 2 F a , p dyŽ . Ž .Ž .H
ya
a y1r22“ b q 2 F y y 2 F a dy ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0
ya
Ž . Ž . w xsince F y, p “ F y uniformly on ya, a . The time the trajectory stays0
in C before it escapes to infinity is
‘ y1r22b q 2 F y , p y 2 F a , p dy.Ž . Ž .Ž .H
a
Ž .By assumption c , this quantity is finite for large, fixed values of p. Since
Ž . Ž .F y, p “ ‘ uniformly for y G a q e as p “ ‘, it is even o 1 . It follows
that the maximal time interval of existence of the solution through
Ž .a , b g A is
a y1r22t s b q 2 F y y 2 F a dy q o 1 . 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ha , b 0 0
ya
Note the similarity between the maximal interval of existence t of Eq.a , b
Ž . Ž .4 and the period T of Eq. 1 .a , b
1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii For a , b g B, we have again 16 , however, now b y F a02
Ž .- 0. The trajectory stays in B until it intersects either y s a if a ) 0 or
Ž . Ž .y s ya if a - 0 and crosses into C. It intersects z s 0 at y s L p s
1y1 2Ž Ž . .F F a , p y b , and due to symmetry, the total time it stays in B is2
a Ž Ž . Ž . 2 .y1r22H 2 F y, p y 2 F a , p q b . SinceLŽ p.
y1r2 y1r22b q 2 F y y 2 F a f 2 f L y y L near L,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 0
it is easy to see that for large values of p, the maximal interval of existence
is now
a y1r22t s 2 b q 2 F y y 2 F a dy q o 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ha , b 0 0
L
1y1 2L s F F a y b . 18Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 2
1 2Ž . Ž .iii Next, take a point a , b g ›A l › B, i.e., the curves z s2
Ž .F y , ya - y - a. These curves are the stable and unstable manifolds of0
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the limit equation yY y f y s 0, ya - y - a. Then0
1 X 2 1 2y y F y , p s b y F a , p s F a y F a , p - 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .02 2
1 2Ž . Ž .and the corresponding trajectory of 4 lies in B. Since b s F a , t0 a , b2
becomes
a y1r23r22 F y , p y F a , p q F a dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
Ž .L p
a y1r23r2“ 2 F y , p dyŽ .H
0
which may be finite or infinite. In this case the limit of the solution of Eq.
Ž .4 and the solution of the limit equation are different.
1 X 2 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv If a , b g C, then y y F y, p s b y F a , p “ y‘ as2 2
p “ ‘ and for sufficiently large p the whole trajectory lies in C and
t s o 1 as p “ ‘.Ž .a , b
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